
Year 8 Autumn 2: LUNG THEATRE Who Cares?
A. Lung Theatre

Founded in Barnsley in 2012, LUNG is 
a campaign led verbatim theatre 

company that tours work nationally. 
We work closely with different 

communities to make verbatim theatre 
and hidden voices heard. LUNG 

creates work that shines a light on 
political, social and economic issues in 
modern Britain, using people’s actual 

words to tell their stories. 

Terminology list:

Young Carer Under 18’s who support a relative/ 
family member with a disability, 
mental health, illness or 
drug/alcohol problem. 

Verbatim 
Theatre 

Documentary theatre based on real 
people and real events usually 
taken real words from interviews to 
create the text. 

Monologue Prolonged talk or discourse by a 
single speaker. 

Physical Skills First category of Performance 
Skills. Physical Skills relate to the 
use of the body (i.e Posture).

Vocal Skills First category of Performance 
Skills. Vocal Skills relate to the use 
of the body (i.e Pitch).

Blocking The development of actors 
movement on and across the 
stage. 

B. Who Cares Narrative
Nicole started caring for her mum when she was 
four. Every morning Nicole helps her get washed, 
put on clothes and eat breakfast. Jade has always 
cared for her brother, but she never expected to 
look after dad as well - now she juggles two lots of 
appointments, two lots of prescriptions, two lots of 
assessment forms. Connor cares for his mum. But 
he doesn’t like to talk about it. Adapted from 
real-life testimonies, this bold and pertinent piece of 
documentary theatre examines our failing care 
system, the impact of austerity and what happens 
when a child becomes the parent.

C. Salford Young Carers 

C. Salford Young Carers
Who Cares began in 2016 when The Lowry and Salford Young Carers Service 
commissioned a new production from the theatre company LUNG that would shine a light 
on the untold stories of young carers in Salford.It is estimated that there are more than 
700,000 young carers in the UK. 

.



Homework Task Complete?

1 Learn the keyword spellings on the terminology list by using read, cover, write, check. You will 
be tested on these during your first three weeks of your lessons. 

2 Learn the answers to these questions from Box A:
Where was LUNG founded?
What issues do LUNG hope to shine a light on?
What genre of theatre to LUNG specialise in?

3 Learn the answers to these questions from Box B: 
Who are the three protagonists? 
What do you think the correlation between the narrative and title of the play is?

4 Learn the answers to these questions from Box C:
When did the Who Cares creative process begin?
Why do you think LUNG collaborated with the Young Carer team in Salford?
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